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STRENGTHENING A COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE

BID Regional Meetings 2019 in Trinidad, Fiji and Cameroon
RESPONSE

Thank you!

I will try…

Next time I will…
GUIDING EXAMPLES

Creating synergy between national GBIF node and IPBES focal point

Example by the Belgian national node on integrating GBIF and IPBES activities into a larger science policy interface

Expanding local engagement and biodiversity data use through localized content

Engaging local stakeholders with localized content to increase motivation and participation

Promoting GBIF data use through a graduate degree programme in Biodiversity Informatics

GBIF Benin shares their experiences with setting up and maintaining a full degree university programme
November 2019

BID Online - Biodiversity Data Mobilization

4.5 Stars
1 Vote | 2400 Visits | Your vote [?]

GBIF
CESP AND BIFA CALLS OUT BEFORE THE END OF THE YEAR
BID NEXT STEPS

Meeting in Brussels
13-14 November

Help us to build on the success of BID to reach other regions and integrate data mobilization and use into other programmes
GLOBAL NODES MEETING

Chance to investigate the future for our community

Thematic break out groups on key topics for the future
THANK YOU TO OUR INTERNATIONAL GROUP OF TRAINERS AND MENTORS AND OUR HOSTS AT NATURALIS!
THANK YOU!
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